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I. INTRODUCTION

The illusion of decentralization.
A traditional organization is defined as a group of people

working together with a particular purpose towards a collective
goal. They are hierarchical in nature and suffer from power
concentration of large share-holders which control decision
making. In other words, they are are centralized in nature.
They leverage this centralization for efficiency. The intro-
duction of the internet and web 2.0 technologies have only
accelerated this process.

The aforementioned aspects resulting from centralized au-
thorities are problematic for many reasons. They can at any
time change the rules by which users interact. Users have
no control over this decision making. Furthermore, we can
say that their interests do not align with the interests of the
users, due to their profit-seeking behaviour. In addition to
other problems, they use algorithms to maximize user retention
rates in order to maximize profit, ignoring all social-economic
problems, and abuse their user data.

Decentralized autonomous organizations (DAO) are a new
form of organization which are both decentralized and au-
tonomous. These organizations operate without a centralized
authority. The rules are transparent and enforced by an un-
derlying decentralized protocol, such as a public blockchain.
The rules of such organizations can be changed collectively
by its members through the voting in a governance protocol.
While such organizations are autonomous to an extent, they
will still rely on human individuals to perform certain tasks.
A recent definition proposed by Vitalik, one of the founders
of Ethereum, for DAOs is ”it is an entity that lives on the
internet and exists autonomously, but also heavily relies on
hiring individuals to perform certain tasks that the automaton
itself cannot do [1]”.

The main advantages of DAOs are thus summed by the
following:

1) Efficiency: avoiding managatorial overhead by replacing
it with code

2) Decentralization: avoiding all the disadvantages which
centralization brings such as corruption, collusion, profit
as interest only

In this research paper we introduce a novel architecture
for an academically pure DAO which focuses on uphold-
ing complete decentralization throughout all layers of the
DAO while providing scalability using the novel thresh-hold
signature scheme FROST [2]. We use this architecture to
implement a proof-of-concept implementation of a DAO which
aims to replace the music industry, following our zero-server-
architecture stack [3].

II. RELATED WORK

We discuss what layers there are, various initivaties. The
world of fake decentralization. The promises of fake decen-
tralization.

III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION

IV. DESIGN

! Iets beter introduceren. Niet te snel introduceren. Noem
EVM. Noem Bitcoin als simplest coin om te gebruiken.

! Design primitives noemen. Thresh-hold crypto primitives,
off-chain. Wallet centric. Uncomompromising non-custodian.
Highlighten dat het geen compromis. Compromisloos. Radi-
cally decentralized. Ruthlessly decentralized.

We now propose an architecture for the DAO which aims
to provide a way to collectively manage funds and make
decisions in a decentralized manner, without making use of
smart contracts.

All members collectively own a shared public key. This
key is created by a secure Distributed Key Generation (DKG)
protocol in a collective manner using a pre-agreed upon thresh-
hold value. The shares of the corresponding private key are
held by the members. In order to sign a message, t-n members
need to participate in a thresh-hold signature signing protocol.
A collective decision is simply the signing of an arbitrary
message, since implicitly t-n members are needed to sign a
message which means t members have agreed upon a proposal
for a decision.

The implicit governance structure present here is based on
the ownership of the private key shares. Using sybil-resistance
mechanisms, a one-token-one-vote [4] model can be realized.
Otherwise, a single user can create sybils in order to acquire
more shares based on the criteria which are needed to join.



Fig. 1. Spending process

This can be desirable when i.e. the members of the DAO
want to create incentives for more participation in the DAO
(financial or other activity) which can be rewarded with more
private key shares.

A double-spend proof consensus layer is required to have
users commit to collectively made decisions, such as the
acceptance of a new DAO members or the spending of funds.
For this, a DLT can be used which has a sound consensus
mechanism with proper incentives. It is important for such a
DLT to be decentralized, secure and performant. In practice
is appears to be hard, as can be seen by the blockchain
trillema [5].

In this solution, we limit the need for on-chain storage and
verification to a minimum, compared to traditional multi-sig
solutions [CITE] or the solutions us- ing smart-contracts. Only
data which is required to have confidence in commitment of
decisions is stored and verified on-chain. This allows us to
remedy the throughput issues of DLTs such as Bitcoin.

Building upon the aformentioned primitives, we design the
DAO such that it is a collection of UTXO (wallet) locked
up by a Taproot script (described later) using the shared
public key. Decisions in this DAO can be arbitrary, but for
the management of funds we identify two decisions which are
important. Namely 1) the joining of the DAO 2) the spending
of funds.

In order to join the DAO, we propose two seperate join
models which are akin to real-life set-ups of organizations.

1) Closed Join Model. A set of n users agree to join or
create the DAO at once. This is more efficient since the
DKG only needs to run once.

2) Open Join Model. A user joins an existing DAO 1-by-
1. This is less efficient as the DAO grows since the
DKG needs to run on an increasing larger amount of
participants.

Fig. 2. Architecture

Existing members will have to participate in a key generation
protocol with the new member. The existing members can
place arbitrary requirements for the new member before they
participate in such a protocol. Existing members require new
members to first lock-up a minimum amount of funds using
the existing shared public key.

The spending of funds is done in a similar manner. A
proposal is a yet to be signed Bitcoin transaction spending the
amount of funds to a certain address. If t-n members decide
to sign the transaction, a valid signature is created and any
member can broadcast the transaction on the Bitcoin network
to spend the funds.

All coordination between members to construct the shared
public key is done using ipv8/trust-chain [6].

1) Digital Democracy Problem: Locked up funds run the
risk of being locked up forever if participants do not ever
agree on a decision or if participants become in-active. We
coin this the digital democracy problem. One solution to
remedy this, which we use in our architecture, is the ability
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for an increasingly lower thresh-hold number of members to
be required over time to spend the funds.

Funds are locked up using a specially constructed Taproot
script. When members decide to construct a shared key, an
additional set of shared keys is constructed as well using lower
thresh-hold amounts. In the Taproot script hashed time locked
contracts are combined with the different public keys over
time. The public keys with lower thresh-holds will be locked
with the time locks which are the largest. As time passes,
smaller amount of participants will be able to unlock the funds
in order to spend them.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We have created a proof-of-concept implementation of our
design to create a crowdfund DAO for music artists which
additionally aims to show that dis-intermediation of all un-
need institutions [7] in the music industry is possible on a
technical level. T

Our implementation is based on the zero-server-architecture
stack [3]] and is works on Android mobiles. It uses
IPv8/TrustChain [6] as the overlay network for communication
between peers.

Streaming of songs is handled by the BitTorrent protocol.



Fig. 6. Home screen of PoC application

Discoverability of such data will be done through the BitTor-
rent DHT protocol through querying info-hashes. Meta-data
such as info-hashes will be distributed through the platform
using the IPv8 and Trust-chain. Users can publish meta-data
on their own chain, or, in case transactions with other users
data will be published and signed by two users on both their
chains.

To access any type of meta-data three strategies wil be used:
1. Passively gossiping data to other peers on the overlay
2. Querying a specific user for all their meta-data 3.
Querying random users in the overlay for a specific users
meta-dat

Artists can set-up a crowdfund wallet within the DAO to
request for funds from their listeners in return for a promise
for music.

VI. EVALUATION RESULTS

VII. CONCLUSION
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